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A Commitment to Diversity
The Postal Service is committed to fostering and achieving a work and
learning environment that respects and values a diverse workforce.
Valuing and managing diversity in the Postal Service means that we will
build an inclusive environment that respects the uniqueness of every
individual and encourages the contributions, experiences and perspectives
of all people.
It is essential that our work and learning environments be free from
discrimination and harassment on any basis.
In our classrooms, on the workroom floor, in casual conversation and in
formal meetings, employees and faculty are asked to encourage an open
learning environment that is supportive of everyone.
Course materials and lectures, classroom debates and casual conversation
should always reflect the commitment to safety and freedom from
discrimination, sexual harassment and harassment on any prohibited
basis. Instructors and class participants are expected to support this
commitment.
If you find course material that is presented in the classroom or in selfinstructional format that does not follow these guidelines, please let an
instructor know immediately.
If classroom discussions do not support these principles please point that
out to the instructor as well.
Diversity is a source of strength for our organization. Diversity promotes
innovation, creativity, productivity and growth, and enables a broadening
of existing concepts.
The Postal Service’s policy is to value the diversity of our employees,
customers and suppliers, and to do what is right for our employees and the
communities we serve, thereby ensuring a competitive advantage in the
global marketplace.

Preface
This instructor-based program includes using a mock casing and delivery
environment to provide new rural carriers an opportunity to practice the
skills taught. In this manner, retention of material is improved, and an
easier transition to the live environment is expected.
On-the-job instruction includes coaching, directed practice, demonstration,
and orientation to local policies and procedures.
This course is designed to provide individuals newly assigned to rural
letter carrier duties with the basic skills and knowledge necessary to
perform their duties.
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Module 1: Introduction to On-the-Job Training
Instructional Methods:
•

Demonstration

•

Observation

•

Coaching

For Further Information
•

Handbook PO 603, Rural Carriers Duties and Responsibilities

•

Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers Participant Guide
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Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers OJT Guide

Introduction to On-the-Job Training
The Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers program, course
#10024378, is a combination of training including; DDC-USPS RHD &
Delivery Vehicle eLearning and CD, #43601-06, 4 hours; USPS Defensive
Driver Course Debrief, #43601-06CL, 1 hour, an 8-hour shadow day, four
days of classroom instruction, and three days of on-the-job training (OJT)
course #10024380.
This course includes those elements common to all rural carriers, such as
safety, casing, rural delivery, customer relations, and techniques for
marketing and selling postal products and services. They are presented in
an academy environment using instructional methodologies, such as
discussions, demonstrations, and role-play. Other training elements will be
presented in an on the job environment such as casing, delivery, and
hands-on practice. The primary goal of this training program is to provide
new rural carriers with the basic skills and knowledge to perform their
duties.
The advantage of on-the-job training following the academy portion of
training is to facilitate transference of learning from classroom to the work
unit. As an on-the-job instructor, you play an important role in this
training. Your willingness to share information, demonstrate how to
perform tasks, and answer questions is essential to the success of the
training process.
You should show a caring attitude and encourage learners to ask questions
and to share experiences and information. This creates an environment of
trust in which learners are more likely to learn and apply the information.
Your goal is to help the learners understand the tasks and apply them to
the job. Allow the new carrier to provide feedback and share what they see
as obstacles in completing a task. Use this feedback to determine if further
instruction is needed.
Remember, OJT is critical to the success of this training program.
Employees who are responsible for on-the-job training of newly assigned
carriers are to be provided a copy of the participant guide and OJT guide,
as well as time to review the material. This will ensure reinforcement of
the same general messages as the classroom training.

Module 1: Introduction to On the Job Training
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Use this On-the-Job Training Guide to provide learners with the
appropriate on-the-job training, and to closely monitor the complete onthe-job training process. Adapt your training techniques to meet the needs
of the learners. For instance, some learners will be able to perform the
tasks with very little assistance and others may need much more practice
and guidance.
You will:
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•

Show learners how to perform a task

•

Observe learners performing the task

•

Repeat this process as needed

•

Use this process for each of the on-the-job tasks of a new rural letter
carrier

On-The-Job Training Guide

Module 2: Duties of Facility Manager or
Designee
Instructional Methods:
•

Demonstration

•

Observation

•

Coaching

Materials Required:
•

Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers Participant Guide
#10024378

•

Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers On-the-Job Training Guide
#10024380

For Further Information
•

Delivery Unit SOPs
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Duties of Facility Manager or Designee
On-the-Job Training Preparation
Review Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers On-the-Job Training
Guide, #10024380 and Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers
Participant Guide, #10024378 to become familiar with the materials. Have
learner report to the on-the-job instructor (OJI) and explain that the OJI
will conduct on-the-job training.
Contact your district Learning Development, and Diversity staff to obtain
multiple copies of on-the-job training materials and participant guides.
Provide a copy of these materials to each OJI. Management will also allow
four hours for each OJI to review upon initial use of materials prior to
providing OJT.
Plan to provide auxiliary assistance for the OJI on each day of on-the-job
training. The station manager, postmaster, or designee will conduct this
portion of the training on the first day.

Welcome Session
•

Welcome the learner and introduce them to other employees

•

Clarify any questions the learner might have concerning the OJT
process and rural carrier duties

•

Emphasize the learner’s responsibility to perform their duties in a safe
and professional manner

•

Reinforce the importance of having a positive attitude towards
individual work performance and instill a sense of belonging to the
postal team

Tour of Installation
•

Review time recording method

•

Demonstrate and discuss rural carrier operations

•

Introduce learner to the NRLCA Steward and Safety Captain

•

Show swing and locker rooms

− Obtain locker assignment
•

Show entrances and exits
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− Emergency
− Employee
− Customer
•

Discuss parking

− Customer
− Employee
•

Show reference materials

− Bulletin boards
− Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
•

Discuss with the learner the following:

− Location of the fire extinguisher
− Location of the safety bulletin board
− Reporting of accidents
− The smoking policy
− Evacuation procedures
− Means of egress, keeping aisles clear
− Any asbestos and lead materials in the facility
Administrative Procedures
•

Explain work hours

•

Outline procedures to follow when unable to report for work

− Station/worksite phone numbers
− Time to call
− Who to call
•

Discuss use of telephone, cell phone and pagers

− Post Office telephones are for official use
− Do not use a cell phone while driving. Pull off the road to a
safe location before using the phone

− Adhere to applicable state and local laws
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Employee Rights and Responsibilities – Safety and
Health EL-814, Employees Guide to Safety
Employees have the right to:
a. Become actively involved in the Postal Service’s Safety and Health
Program and to be provided a safe and healthful work environment.
b. Report unsafe and unhealthful working conditions, using PS Form
1767, Report of Hazard, Unsafe Condition, or Practice.
c. Consult with management through appropriate employee
representatives on safety and health matters, i.e., program effectiveness
and participation in inspection activities where permissible.
d. Participate in the safety and health program without fear of restraint,
interference, coercion, discrimination, or reprisal.
It is the responsibility of all employees to:
a. Comply with all OSHA and postal safety and health regulations,
procedures, and practices including the use of approved personal
protective equipment.
b. Keep the work area in a safe and healthful condition through good
housekeeping and proper maintenance of property and equipment.
c. Immediately report safety hazards and unsafe working conditions.
d. Perform all duties in a safe manner.
e. Keep physically and mentally fit to meet the requirements of the job.
f. Immediately report any accident or injury in which they are involved to
their supervisors, regardless of the extent of injury or amount of
damages.
g. Drive defensively and professionally; extend courtesy in all situations
and obey all state, local, and postal regulations when driving a vehicle
owned, leased, or contracted for by the Postal Service.

Module 2: Duties of a Facility Manager or Designer
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Module 3: Duties of the On-the-Job Instructor
Time Allocated:
•

24 hours

Instructional Methods:
•

Demonstration

•

Practice

•

Observation

•

Coaching

Materials Required:
•

Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers Participant Guide
#10024378

•

Standard Training for Rural Letter Carriers On-the-Job Training Guide
#10024380

For Further Information
•

Handbook PO 603, Rural Delivery Carriers Duties and
Responsibilities

•

Standard Training Program for Rural Letter Carriers Participant Guide
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Duties of the On-The-Job Instructor
The on-the-job instructor (OJI) will conduct this portion of training upon
completion of the site orientation. Management will plan to provide
auxiliary assistance for the OJI on each day of on-the-job training.
Enclosed in the back of this guide is an OJT Task Checklist that you will
use to provide the learner with an appropriate learning experience.
Management will reproduce the OJT Task Checklist and certification
locally. Initial the proper item on the checklist as each item is completed.
Learners may indicate items for which they would like supplementary
coaching in the additional assistance column. Follow instructions for
completion of OJI certification listed on page 47.

Preparation
Management will provide copies of Standard Training for Rural Letter
Carriers On-the-Job Training Guide, #10024380 and Standard Training for
Rural Letter Carriers Participant Guide, # 10024378 to the OJI.
Management will also allow four hours for each OJI to review upon initial
use of materials prior to providing OJT.

Setting the Stage for OJT
An OJI reinforces classroom training and provides learners with the
knowledge and skills to perform rural carrier duties. Explain that you will
demonstrate tasks and observe them in performing rural carrier duties.
Provide appropriate coaching, feedback, and positive reinforcement.
OJIs will demonstrate:
•

Art of casing mail and ensure the learner has a minimum of two
and a half hours of casing practice

•

Vehicle inspection process as outlined in Notice 76 and ensure the
learner practices a vehicle inspection while you observe

•

Delivering accountable mail prior to the learner actually having to
do so on the street

•

Pulling down a route and ensure the learner has hands-on practice

•

Retrieving automated mail and ensure the learner is familiar with
process

•

Loading the vehicle and ensure the learner has hands-on practice

Module 3: Duties of the On-the-Job Instructor
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•

Collecting mail from collection boxes and ensure learner has
hands-on practice

•

All types of mail delivery and ensure learner has practice with each
type of delivery

•

PM office duties upon returning to the office and ensure the learner
practices these procedures

Demonstrate and Experience Tasks
As the On the Job Instructor, you will be introducing the new rural letter
carriers to the daily duties and responsibilities of their position. As you
introduce new tasks, have the new carrier observe, explain each task, and
provide instruction on each step of the task. Once demonstrated, allow
learner to perform the same task with coaching as needed. While
observing the new carrier perform tasks, encourage questions to obtain
feedback and verify the learner's understanding of task. Repeat this process
as needed throughout the entire on-the-job instruction.

Day One
The learner should observe all aspects of the job of a rural carrier on this
first day, in addition to performing at a minimum the following tasks:
Time Clock Activities
Explain the importance of accurately recording their time on the PS Form
4240, Rural Carrier Trip Report or PS Form 1234, Utility Card.
Vehicle Inspection
Inspections are necessary to detect poor or unsafe vehicle conditions and
vehicles in need of repair. Inspect the vehicle before driving each day. The
learner should observe and then perform an inspection using Notice 76,
Expanded Vehicle Safety Checklist.
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•

Explain what the learner should look for based on Notice 76,
Expanded Vehicle Safety Check.

•

Explain and demonstrate a vehicle inspection using the “buddy
system”
−

Observe and coach learner while they perform a vehicle inspection
with you as their buddy

•

Locate and describe Label 70, Safety Check and Vehicle Dimensions

•

Locate and describe PS Form 4565, Vehicle Repair Tag. Demonstrate
how the form is completed
−

Observe and coach learner while they complete PS Form 4565 for
the vehicle after performing the vehicle inspection


If there is no reason to fill out the form, use a flat driver’s side
front tire as an exercise



Explain local procedures on submitting the form for proper
handling and allow the learner to practice turning in the form

Scanner Procedures
•

Demonstrate local procedures for retrieving and setting up the Mobile
Deliver Device (MDD)
−

Coach the learner in retrieving and setting up a scanner

Module 3: Duties of the On-the-Job Instructor
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−

Review barcode scans


Collection box scans

Carrier Route Book
•

Locate and describe the carrier route book at your case
−

Locate and discuss PS Form 1564-B Special Instructions

−

Locate copy of PO 603, Rural Carrier Duties and Responsibilities

Withdrawing Mail
•

Explain the process for withdrawing additional mail for casing. If there
are multiple withdrawals for the unit, perform the first withdraw as
learner observes

•

For each additional authorized withdrawal, have the learner perform
the function while you observe and provide feedback

Casing Mail
•

Explain staging and casing of mail
−

Demonstrate how to case mail, holding the appropriate amount of
mail in your hand or on your arm

−

Observe and coach learner while they perform proper casing
techniques and help them find the proper separations. Ensure the
learner receives ample casing practice.

−

Discuss procedures for handling Hazardous mail

Missorts
•

While casing residual mail, define missorted mail and explain handling
procedures
−

Have learner identify and properly handle missorted mail

Accountable Mail - AM
•

Explain the local procedures for acquiring the accountable mail and
other items in the morning
−
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Describe PS Form 3867, Accountable Mail Matter Received for
Delivery
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−

−



Demonstrate verification of name and address of each article to
determine if it is for an addressee who has moved or who lives
on another route



Emphasize verification and recording of Domestic Registered
Mail article numbers on PS Form 3867

Describe PS Form 3849, Delivery Notice/Reminder/Receipt


Demonstrate how to complete PS From 3849 in the office



Provide several accountable mailpieces and have the learner
complete PS Form 3849 for each

Arrow Lock Keys
Describe the process of receiving and securing an Arrow Key

Obtaining and Sequencing Parcels
•

Demonstrate procedures for withdrawing, flagging, and sequencing
parcels for delivery

Preparing to Pull Down
•

Demonstrate procedure for using PS Form 3982 to check the cased
mail for items that need to be endorsed, sent to PARS/CFS, or returned
to sender. Have the learner practice this procedure

•

Demonstrate and have the learner practice the local procedure for
withdrawing hold mail

•

Undeliverable-As-Addressed (UAA)
−

−

Discuss types of UAA mail


Demonstrate mark-up procedures



Process a piece of UAA mailer endorsed mail (bundled
endorsement)



Process a piece of return to sender mail with carrier
endorsement (individual / bundled endorsements)



Process undeliverable Standard Mail (UBBM) endorsed and
unendorsed

Demonstrate CFS/PARS process


Process at least one PS Form 3575-Z, Employee Generated
Change of Address

Module 3: Duties of the On-the-Job Instructor
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Locate throwback case



Observe and coach learner while they complete UAA mail
procedures

Pulling Down the Route
•

Demonstrate pull down procedures for the route, include the handling
of the SPRs
−

Observe and coach learner while they complete pull down
procedures

−

Discuss the differences between pulling down other routes that use
a different casing method

Leaving the Office
•

•

Locate and describe the Hot Case
−

Demonstrate the procedure in your office for retrieving Hot Case
mail

−

Observe and coach learner while they withdraw hot case mail

Retrieving Automated Mail
−

Locate automated mail

−

Demonstrate the procedure for retrieving automated mail

−

Observe and coach learner while they retrieve automated mail

Loading the Vehicle
•

Demonstrate loading the vehicle
−

Explain local procedures used to load (either take your hamper to
your vehicle or move the vehicle to a designated loading area)

−

Demonstrate last in, first out (LIFO) loading procedures

−

Observe and coach learner while they load the vehicle
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Leaving for the Route
•

Explain and demonstrate proper procedures for Depart to Route scan

On the Street
•

Demonstrate as many different types of delivery methods as possible
and allow learner to practice each type while coaching (for curbline
and dismount, once certified for right-hand vehicles)

•

Explain and demonstrate proper procedures for delivering mail on the
street to the extent applicable:
−

Barcode scans

−

Accountable mail

−

USPS Tracking/Delivery Confirmation and Signature
Confirmation items

−

Insured items

−

International registered items

Collection Mail
•

Explain and demonstrate proper procedures for collecting mail on the
street to the extent applicable:
−

Collecting mail from customers mailboxes

−

Prepaid acceptance

−

Collection box scans

−

Discuss procedures for handling Anonymous mail

Module 3: Duties of the On-the-Job Instructor
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Day Two
On day two, continue transitioning the new carrier into performing the
work functions of a rural letter carrier. Briefly review the functions
covered on day one. Allow the new carrier to perform tasks taught on the
previous day, and then continue to introduce new job tasks and reinforce
skills. Remember, to provide the new carrier with positive feedback and
encouragement as they perform each duty.
Observe the new carrier case the route and provide coaching to assist them
in finding the correct separations for mail. Together, check for
Undeliverable-As-Addressed (UAA), Accountable, and Extra Services
mail in parcels for the route. Allow learner to pull the route down.

Performing Work on Day Two
Provide positive feedback by providing praise and encouragement when
successfully completing tasks. The learner should receive an hour and a
half of casing practice on this day.
Vehicle Inspection
•

Observe and coach learner while they perform the vehicle inspection

Obtain Scanner
•

Observe and coach learner while retrieving and setting up the MDD

Casing Mail
•

Observe and coach learner while they perform proper casing
techniques

Carrier Edit Book
•

Locate and describe the edit book

•

Explain how the edit book matches the carrier case and discuss the
importance of keeping the edit book up to date

Missorts
•
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Observe and coach learner while they identify and properly handle
missorted mail
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Withdrawing Mail
•

Observe and coach learner while they withdraw mail

Accountable Mail - AM
•

Observe and coach learner while they acquire accountable mail and
other items in the morning

Obtaining and Sequencing Parcels
•

Demonstrate procedures for withdrawing, flagging, and sequencing
parcels for delivery

Pulling down the Route
•

Observe and coach learner while pull down the route

Leaving the Office
•

Observe and coach learner while they withdraw mail from the Hot
Case, retrieve automated mail

Loading the Vehicle
•

Observe and coach learner while they load the vehicle

Leaving for the Route
•

Observe and coach learner while they perform the Depart to Route
scan

On the Street
•

Observe and coach learner while they deliver mail on the street

•

Observe and coach learner while delivering accountable articles, and
collecting mail at collection boxes

Market Postal Products and Services
•

Explain Rural Reach card
−

Demonstrate marketing procedures if possible

Module 3: Duties of the On-the-Job Instructor
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Returning to the Office
•

Demonstrate how to unload and secure vehicle for the night based on
local procedure. Allow learner to practice these procedures
−

•

Return vehicle to the designated location and ensure that it is
properly secured

Demonstrate how to sign back in to the office. Allow learner to
practice with coaching
−

Scan return to office barcode if applicable

−

Accurately record time and vehicle mileage information

−

Return scanner to cradle

Deposit Collection Mail
•

Demonstrate proper separation of collection mail and the location
where it is to be placed for dispatch. Have learner practice separating
and depositing mail.

•

Return equipment to designated locations

Accountable Mail - PM
•

Explain local procedures for clearing accountable mail and other items
in the afternoon

•

Complete PS Form 3821, Clearing Receipt, for clearing of accountable
items

•

Perform administrative duties as required including completion of, PS
Form 4240, Rural Carrier Trip Report, and PS Form 4565, Vehicle
Repair Tag

Process Undelivered Mail
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•

Demonstrate proper use of the 3M case

•

Allow learner time to practice sorting mail into the 3M case
−

Locate 3M case and identify the different separations

−

Place missent, missorted, and missequenced automated mail in
proper separation of the 3M case

−

Demonstrate and allow learner to practice local procedure for
handling carrier mark-ups, UBBM, and mail to be sent to
CFS/PARS that has been returned from the route
On-The-Job Training Guide
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Case Available Mail (If applicable)
•

Explain the local procedures for casing mail in the afternoon

•

Observe and coach learner while they perform proper casing
techniques

Day Three
On day three, OJI will stay with the learner the entire day. Assist and
coach the learner while they perform all tasks of the job. If applicable,
discuss other duties the learner will be required to perform.

Performing Work on Day Three
Remind learners of the importance of appearance. Customers see carriers,
and judge them by how they look. An employee who looks good will
project an image of the Postal Service as an efficient, reliable organization.
Every customer transaction is crucial to the image of the organization.
When rural carriers provide efficient, courteous service, look their best,
listen to customers, and treat customers in a professional manner, they are
helping to shape and maintain the reputation of the Postal Service as the
best service organization in the world.
AM Activities
•

Observe and coach learner while they perform a vehicle inspection,
case mail, withdraw mail, accept accountables, obtain scanner, load the
vehicle, and perform collection box and office scans

On Street
•

Observe and coach learner while they deliver mail, perform
collections, make collection box scans, deliver accountables, and other
items

PM Office Activities
•

Observe and coach learner while they unload and secure the vehicle,
record mileage, sign in to the office, deposit collected mail, cradle
scanner, clear accountable items, handle 3M mail, handle mail returned
from the street, case afternoon mail (if applicable), and sign out

Module 3: Duties of the On-the-Job Instructor
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Finalizing OJT
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•

Complete the OJT Task Checklist during the three days of OJT and
keep it with the new carrier's PS Form 2548, Individual Training
Record-Supplemental Sheet

•

Complete the OJT Certification section and submit to District
Manager, Learning Development and Diversity

On-The-Job Training Guide

Module 4: On-the-Job Task Checklist
Time Allocated for Module:
•

24 hours

Instructional Methods:
•

Demonstration

•

Observation

•

Coaching

Page 4-1
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OJT Task Checklist
Complete the checklist during the three days of OJT and keep it with the
new carrier's PS Form 2548, Individual Training Record-Supplemental
Sheet. If an item on the checklist is not applicable to the trainee's required
duties, write "NA" over the respective task before the trainer and trainee
initial the appropriate space.
Review each item on the checklist before the on-the-job training (OJT)
session begins. Use topics as a guide to ensure trainees receive each onthe-job training experience. The OJI will initial as having provided the
instruction, whereas the trainee will initial as having received the
instruction.
At the end of the OJT, attach the completed checklist and certificate to PS
Form 2548, and forward it through your supervisor or manager to your
local Manager, Learning Development and Diversity.

Module 4: On-the-Job Task Checklist
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Training Evaluation Checklist – Morning Duties
COMPLETED

MORNING DUTIES
1.

YES

N/A

RCA
INITIALS

OJI
INITIALS

Time Recording
Complete Form 4240, Rural Carrier Trip
Report, to record time spent on the job
Complete PS Form 1234, Utility Card, to
record work hours used doing miscellaneous
duties or attending training

2.

Vehicle Inspections
Perform thorough vehicle inspection using
Notice 76, Expanded Vehicle Safety Check
Take corrective action using PS Form 4565,
Vehicle Repair Tag (Postal Owned)

3.

Recording Mail Volume
Withdraw mail from the distribution case
(letter and flat cases)
Obtain DPS Letters
Measure and record mail volume

4.

Identify and Discuss Handling And Delivery Standards for Each Class of Mail
Priority Mail Express
First-Class Mail
Priority Mail
Periodicals
Standard Mail
Package Services

5.

Rural Carrier Case
Locate the rural carrier case
Demonstrate proper casing techniques
Handle DPS Letters
Clean the casing area. Discuss safety and
housekeeping issues
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COMPLETED

MORNING DUTIES

YES

6.

N/A

RCA
INITIALS

OJI
INITIALS

Undeliverable as Addressed Mail
Identify UAA Mail
Demonstrate handling of PS Form 3575,
Change of Address (COA)
Generate PS Form 3575-Z Change of
Address (COA)
Generate PS Form 3546, Forwarding Order
Change Notice
Generate PS Form 3982, Change of
Address(Card), and PS Form 1564, Address
Change Sheet
Generate PS Form 3982-R, Do Not Deliver
“Boxholder” Mailings From These Mailers
Demonstrate handling procedures for Hold Mail
Properly annotate Carrier Endorsed Mail

7.

Using the Throwback Case
Identify the following case separations;
preferential and non-preferential missort
letters, loop mail, and box mail
Demonstrate proper handling procedures for
preferential and non-preferential missort
letters, loop mail, and box mail.
Demonstrate proper handling procedures for
No Record Mail
Demonstrate proper handling procedures for
Bulk Business Mail
Deposit missorts and Undeliverable as
Addressed (UAA) Mail in the throwback case

8.

Handling Damaged, Suspicious, and Hazardous Mail
Identify the characteristics of damaged mail
and demonstrate how to handle damaged
mail
Identify the characteristics of and demonstrate
how to handle suspicious mail
Identify the characteristics of and demonstrate
how to handle hazardous materials received
in the mail

OJT Certificate of Completion
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COMPLETED

MORNING DUTIES

YES

9.

N/A

RCA
INITIALS

OJI
INITIALS

Managing Accountable Mail
Explain when and how to use PS Form 3849,
Delivery Notice Reminder Receipt
Fill out and forward PS Form 3811, Request
for Delivery Information/Return Receipt After
Mailing, to mailpiece originator
Obtain, Identify, and Handle Accountable Mail
- Certified Mail
- Registered Mail
- Priority Mail Express
- Return Receipt for Merchandise
- Insured Mail
- Collect-on-Delivery (COD)
- Collect-on-Delivery (COD) EFT
- Customs Duty
- Postage Due
- Signature Confirmation
- USPS Tracking

10.

Managing Accountable Equipment and Supplies
Identify accountable equipment and supplies:
scanners, arrow keys, stamp stock, etc.
Obtain and set up a scanner
Obtain accountable equipment and supplies
Manage stamp stock

11.

Obtaining and Handling Parcels
Obtain parcels
Case small parcels and rolls
Sequence parcels in delivery order
Demonstrate proper safety procedures
associated with handling parcels
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COMPLETED

MORNING DUTIES

YES

12.

N/A

RCA
INITIALS

OJI
INITIALS

Pulling Down Mail
Pull Down Mail
Identify the various types of equipment used
for transporting mail
Load transporting equipment
Check for sleepers after pulling down mail
Perform housekeeping duties during and after
pulling downing mail

13.

Loading Vehicle and Leaving the Office
Identify activities involved such as locating
and obtaining DPS letters, safe vehicle
loading, sequencing mail, signing out, vehicle
time recording, and pulling mail from the hot
case
Load vehicle using appropriate lifting
techniques
Record vehicle time
Sign out
Pull mail from the hot case

* Applies to postal owned vehicles only

VERIFIED BY POSTMASTER/SUPERVISOR:

OJT Certificate of Completion
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Training Evaluation Checklist – Street Duties
COMPLETED

STREET DUTIES

YES

1.

N/A

RCA
INITIALS

OJI
INITIALS

Driving Safely
Identify/List critical defensive driving techniques
Describe when to finger the mail
Demonstrate procedures in place to prevent
rollaway/runaways
Explain how to reduce risk of taking left turns
Explain seatbelt policy
Describe safety equipment carried in the vehicle

2.

Delivering the Mail
Follow the Route Map and PS Form 4003, Official Rural
Route Description
Deliver different types of mail
Demonstrate proper delivery techniques when delivering
mail from a LHD vehicle
Identify authorized dismount deliveries
Dismount vehicle and deliver mail
Explain procedures for establishing new route deliveries

3.

Accountable Mail Delivery
Maintain security of the mail and money associated with
delivery of Accountable Mail
Scan Accountable Mail
Deliver Accountable Mail

4.

Collecting Outgoing Mail and Marketing Postal Products
Scan Pre-Paid Acceptance items
Accept Accountable Mail
Sell Money Orders
Market postal products
Identify Anonymous Mail and explain procedures for
handling Anonymous Mail
Identify the guidelines and procedures of Carrier Pickup
Pick up customer package(s) identified through My Post
Office as part of the Carrier Pickup program
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COMPLETED

STREET DUTIES
5.

YES

N/A

RCA
INITIALS

OJI
INITIALS

Handling Returnable Mail
Capture Returnable Mail
Capture Miscased Mail and demonstrate how to handle
them
Capture DPS errors and UAA Mail
Manage Temporarily Undeliverable Mail
Identify other Undeliverable Mail

6.

Managing Carrier Hazards
Explain and document deviations and detours
Discuss/Demonstrate proper corrective/mitigating
procedures for incidents involving animals and insects
Discuss/Demonstrate procedures for handling vehicle
problems
Discuss/Demonstrate procedures for reporting
hazardous conditions

7.

Accident Procedures
Review the contents and use of the accident kit (must be
carried in the vehicle at all times)
Review procedures to follow in the event of an accident

8.

Rural Carrier Responsibilities
Discuss the following issues
-Dress
-Use of profanity or obscenity
-Ethics
-Confidentiality of customer information
-Maintenance of a good working knowledge of postal
products, procedures and responsibilities
-Sanctity and security of the mail
-Possible situations that the carrier may encounter

VERIFIED BY POSTMASTER/SUPERVISOR:

OJT Certificate of Completion
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Training Evaluation Checklist – Afternoon Duties
COMPLETED

AFTERNOON DUTIES

YES

1.

N/A

RCA
INITIALS

OJI
INITIALS

Return to the Office
Enter required information on PS Form 4240, Rural
Carrier Trip Report
Enter information on the Form 4570,Vehicle Time
Record or Scan as appropriate
Separate and deposit outgoing mail
Affix postage on mail
Return equipment and undelivered parcels
Discuss Saturday clearance

2.

Clearing Accountables and PM Casing
Clear Accountable Mail
Return money order applications
Return Signature Capture, Numbered Insured, and
Postage Due
Return accountable equipment
Case afternoon mail
Record exit time on Form 4240, Rural Carrier Report

VERIFIED BY POSTMASTER/SUPERVISOR:
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Certification of Completion
Rural Letter Carrier On-the-Job (OJT)

______________________________ has demonstrated and provided instructions on the applicable onjob tasks of a new rural carrier, to include casing practice, and I, _____________________________
have experienced all applicable on-job tasks within 24 hours of on-job training.

Trainee

Postmaster, Manager, or Supervisor

Trainer

Union Steward (if appointed)

District Name: ______________________________________________________________

Rural Carrier Trainee (Print Name): ______________________________________________

On Job Instructor (Print Name): _________________________________________________

OJT Start Date: _____/_____/_____

OJT End Date: _____/_____/_____

Delivery Unit Instructions: Submit this page only to the Manager, Learning Development & Diversity
unit.

District Manager, Learning Development & Diversity Instructions: Record completed training in LMS,
Course #10024380 and forward the certificate to the NRLCA District Representative.

OJT Certificate of Completion
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